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Ambidextrous Paradoxical Innovation 
 
Innovate through the balance and/or dis-
balance between two or more states of 
consumption  

Chris Riddell 



Research Question 

• Conceptualise:  

– Ambidexterity in Paradoxical Innovation Theory  

• Explore:  

– What are the polychotomis paradoxes emerging in 
Ambidextrous Paradoxical Innovation? Artefacts.  

• This research is through the eyes of practice. Challenge.  

• Consumption and service dominant perspective:  

• Innovation process and outcome is consumed as a service:  

– Holt, Douglas. (1995). How Consumers Consume: A 
Typology of Consumption Practices. Journal of Consumer 
Research. 22. 1-16. 



Methodology 

• Publicly listed global healthcare firm.  

• Market capitalization of $Billions.  

• Interviews were conducted with 40 executive staff from CEO 
down including external innovation partners.  

• Interpretivist grounded theory approach where “researchers 
serve as instruments…” (Davis & McGinnis, 2016).  



How did this all start?  

• “I don't have one view. I think there’s a wide range views of what 
innovation means and what it can mean. I don't think there is a fixed 
definition of that term. Are they new to us? Are they just new ideas to 
the world, you know different ideas, you know rehashing, recycling, 
rebranding ideas? Or is it in the application of those ideas into 
something profitable, or demonstrable beyond the idea itself and 
everything in between and beyond?” [Participant 80] 

• To me (and looking at the other data) this is a:  

– Paradoxical state of dis-balance/balance.  

– Innovation momentum is incremental and the radical.  

– Innovation interactions (structure) is individual and collective. 

– Innovation purpose (objective) is closed-ended-internal and 
open-ended-external.  

 



Further… 

• Innovation is crucial for organisations to ensure their 
sustainability and competitiveness.  

• Innovation not linear stage-gate approach/incremental innovation. 

• Not radical innovation/higher risk-taking, return and failure.  

• Take advantage of existing capabilities (incremental innovation), 
while at the same time explore new capabilities (radical innovation).  

• Innovation is a state of paradox.  
• Suggests that innovation ambidexterity is essential.  



Ambidexterity in Paradoxical 
Innovation Theory  

• Innovation represents the ambidexterity of paradoxical balance 
or dis-balance between: the momentum of innovation, its 
structure, purpose and its polychotomis artefacts: 

– Polychotomies: paradoxical states which represent the 
outcome of dis-balance/balance.   

– Innovation Momentum of the incremental and the radical 
dynamically interplays with innovation purpose/structure/ 
polychotomies.  

– Structure or the nature of the innovation interaction which is 
driven by; (1) Object Actions which are focused on the 
individual and/or (2) Interpersonal Actions which focus on 
the collective. 

– Purpose (or the objective): (1) Autotelic Action or closed 
end internal objectives and/or (2) Instrumental Actions 
which focus on open ended external objectives.  



First, innovation is a dis-
balance/balance in the innovation 
momentum between the incremental 
vs. radical approaches 

• Innovation momentum emerges from the scientific and 
engineering based process of discovery.  

• This incremental approach is very carefully teamed and 
project managed with the mantra that innovation is not a 
craze.  

• However, to allow this linear stage-gate approach to 
dominate would preclude the radical.  

• Hence, a dis-balance/balance in innovation momentum 
is created between the incremental vs. radical 
approaches: 

– There maybe other approaches.  



Second, it is also interesting to 
discover that in this organisation, 
innovation is not focused on the 
customer 

• The customer is the central part of the vision in the future; but 
not central to the innovation process.  

• Metaphor: extreme mountain biking. Focusing on the future 
vision to lead to the immediate actions (the innovation).  

• The vision focuses on the customer in terms of their needs. 
This ‘far away’ vision (purpose) is translated into the 
immediate.  

• The customer becomes an object of science and engineering.  

• This dis-balance is a contrast also between the conscious 
vision vs. unconscious innovation.  



Third, paradoxical innovation emerges 
when organisations are continually in 
the state of developing the philosophy 
(theory) of their business  

• Seeking an understanding of the core engine.  

• Independent quadrants: Process, Product, Therapy, Hospital.  

• The dependant outcome is: cost out and increase revenue.  

• Process and product is in continual incremental development, 
whereas, the different core therapies are focused on radical 
innovation emerging from incremental developments.  

• This state of theory development locks the hospital into the 
process and product’s incremental development.  

• The de-balancing effect of incremental science, engineering and 
the radical can make the patient de-centric or an object.  



Fourth, to exist as a participant in this 
organisational context requires the 
need for structure 

• Innovation is driven on a project by project basis with a strong 
business plan approach. But often the objectives of the 
project teams are the same.  

• They compete and there is overlap (wastage).  

• Wastage occurs when one team fails and another succeeds. 
However, failure is viewed in a positive light.  

• Failure is defined as managing obstacles to avoid in the 
future.  

• Knowing the obstacles also confirms advantage when the 
organisation observes competitors innovating in known dead-
ends.  



Polychotomis Paradox Artefacts 

• What are some of the polychotomis artefacts that create 
paradoxical balance/dis-balance.  



Long Tenure Staff vs. New Blood 

• Tenured staff are bogged down with previous organisation 
structure and an engineering orientation about “the way things 
are done around here.”  

• New staff bring new and global practices to the firm. 



Separation vs. Integration 

• The organisation itself is split into 3 units’ business units that 
leverage the same core technology.  

• But on observation, operation and particularly in terms of 
innovation, they appear to be 3 different companies.  

• In fact, there is intense competition and overlap.  



Control (rigidity) vs. Freedom 
(flexibility) 

• The strong engineering focus is on scientific incrementalism 
and control.  

• The sense of the corporate line also drives this rigidity 
towards risk aversion.  

• Stated freedom creates flexibility which unhinges the stage-
gate with creativity and radicalism. 



Socialist vs. Capitalist 

• The previous organisational culture has created a metaphor of 
the current structure as socialist group vs. the old (and 
embedded) capitalist individual.  

• Like a philosophy, each seeks to wrestle innovation towards 
an opposing place.  

• These conflicting approaches also challenge the flat vs. 
hierarchical organisational structure dominant within the 
socialist or capitalist.  



International Best Practice vs. 
“Number 7 Wire” Approach 

• The organisation’s philosophy arises from a historical 
orientation dominated by the cottage industry and pure 
innovation through random creation orientation.  

• As the organisation grows into a global corporation, 
innovation starts to seem like a process driven by the likes of 
the Toyota and/or European approaches.  



Engineer vs. Other 

• Engineer dominated and as a consequence, the reduction of 
marketing and design input into the innovation process.  

• Often the consequence is masculine input: ‘aggression’ and 
competition.  

• The “other” is balanced by the customer as the engineering 
objects which are often feminine and infantile.  



Shareholder Value vs. Altruism 

• Innovation in this context is gained through giving, that is, the 
patient (end user) unconsciously guides incremental 
innovation towards the vision.  

• The altruistic relationship is from the patient towards the 
organisation.  

• This unconsciousness allows the organisation to engage in 
experimentation on the object and trial beyond the norm.  

• The organisation’s brand is also situated in the hospital 
setting but it appears out of place: symbolic of ownership.  

• The theme is legitimised by the underlying organisational goal 
as shareholder value.  
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